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Assistance to flexible endoscopy
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Vision-based control of robots

Use of an imaging device for controlling the position and / or the motion of a
mechatronic system

Automatic control

Similar to human control of hands /
arm

Interesting way in robotics to interact
with the environment when there is no
contact

Uses

Humanoids

Mobile robots

Industrial robotics

Medical robots
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Interest in medical robotics [25]

Medical procedures generally use medical images as main source of information
Medical tasks can be defined as relative positioning of instruments and imaging
devices
Standard registration procedures allow to compute reference positions for robots
using images, but going to the correct position is left to proprioceptive control + no
way to correct position
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Standard static registration

Ex : Cyberknife by Accuray ([1], [53])
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Standard static registration

Control of instruments : Open-loop control : q∗ = IKM( robTinst∗
instTeff )

poiT ∗inst
registration

robotT ∗inst

instTeff

robotT ∗eff

ÎKM
q∗

robot

instrument
position

Positioning affected by :
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Standard static registration

Control of instruments : Open-loop control : q∗ = IKM( robTinst∗
instTeff )

poiT ∗inst
registration

robotT ∗inst

instTeff

robotT ∗eff

ÎKM
q∗

robot

instrument
position

Positioning affected by :

Pre-op imaging device (POI) / robot registration error : can include errors on
mark Tinst

KM of robot

Instrument / effector registration

Can we improve the robustness of the positioning scheme?

Not really if there is no intra-op sensor

Yes for motions under intra-op. sensor =⇒ Visual Servoing
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First uses in medical robotics

Laparoscopic surgery

Automatic control of laparoscopes
1996 : A. Casals et al., U Polytech of Catalunya, Barcelona, ”Automatic
Guidance of an Assistant Robot in Laparoscopic Surgery”
1997 : G. Hirzinger et al., DLR Germany, ”Real-time visual servoing for
laparoscopic surgery”
2002 : S. Payandeh et al., Simon Fraser University, Canada, ”Application of
Visual Tracking for Robot-Assisted Laparoscopic Surgery”

Automatic control of instruments
1995 : R. Taylor et al., IBM / Johns Hopkins U, ”A Telerobotic Assistant for
Laparoscopic surgery”
2003 : A. Krupa et al., U of Strasbourg, ”Autonomous 3-d positioning of surgical
instruments in robotized laparoscopic surgery using visual servoing.”
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Why is visual control specific?

Data are multi-dimensional
Sensors provide dense information
Image information is a (usually) non linear function (projection) of real world
information
Information can / must be shaped for proper control
Frame rate is usually low and with intrinsic delays

Issues : image processing, computer vision, robot control

Visual servoing formalized at the
beginning of the 90’ (F. Chaumette [24], S.
Hutchinson [28])
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Overview of the presentation

1 Definitions and notations

2 Basics of Visual Servoing

3 VS on more complex targets

4 Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing

5 Combining sensors and tasks

6 Conclusion
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Definitions and notations

1 Definitions and notations
Notations
Imaging devices models

2 Basics of Visual Servoing

3 VS on more complex targets

4 Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing

5 Combining sensors and tasks

6 Conclusion
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Definitions and notations Notations

Notations : positions

atb translation frame Fa to frame Fb expressed in frame Fa
aRb rotation from frame Fa to frame Fb
aTb homogeneous transform from frame Fa to frame Fb
aP position of P in frame Fa
aPM vector from point P to point M expressed in frame Fa
aP = aRb

bP + atb

aP

P

Fa

aTb

Fb

bP
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Definitions and notations Notations

Notations : velocities

aV P
b/c : Linear velocity of point P attached to frame Fb in the motion of Fb with

respect to Fc and expressed in Fa
aωb/c : Rotational velocity of frame Fb in the motion of Fb with respect to Fc and
expressed in Fa

aΩP
b/c =

( aV P
b/c

aωb/c

)
: Velocity screw at point P attached to frame Fb in the motion

of Fb with respect to Fc and expressed in Fa

Change of point : aV M
b/c = aV P

b/c + aωb/c ∧ aPM = aV P
b/c − [ aPM]x

aωb/c

[aPM]x skew symmetric matrix for cross-product associated to aPM

PM ∧ v = [PM]x v
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Definitions and notations Notations

Notations : names and abbreviations

Frob

Feff

Fobj

FworldFimg

Finst

Ftarg

Imaging device : img, specifically camera (cam), scanner (ct), mri (mri)

Image : im

Robot base : base or rob

Robot effector : eff

target : object used for visual servoing, generally (but not always) known

world : static reference frame

q : joint(s) position(s)
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Definitions and notations Notations

Notations : signals

Â estimated information (through measurement) as opposed to true value A

A∗ indicates the desired or reference value for signal A

s is the Laplace variable, z is the variable of the Z-transform
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Definitions and notations Notations

Definitions

Pose or attitude

position and orientation of an object with respect to the imaging device

denoted imgrobj or r for short
defined by

img tobj and imgRobj

or imgTobj

or img tobj and θu (axis and angle of rotation) (minimal representation)
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Basics of Visual Servoing

1 Definitions and notations

2 Basics of Visual Servoing
Definitions and assumptions
Look then Move
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Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)
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Applications in medical context
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Basics of Visual Servoing Definitions and assumptions

Summary of geometrical aspects of image formation

3D images

 u
v
w

 = K

 X
Y
Z


K =

 αx 0 0
0 αy 0
0 0 αz



perspective projection images

Fobj

Zimg

f

Fimg

Ximg

optical
axis

 u
v
1

 = K


X
Z
Y
Z
1
Z

 if Z > 0

K =

 αx 0 uc
0 αy vc
0 0 1



slices images

 u
v
1

 = K

 X
Y
1

 if Z = 0

K =

 αx 0 uc
0 αy vc
0 0 1
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Basics of Visual Servoing Definitions and assumptions

Configurations - Eye-to-hand

Frob

Feff

Fobj

FworldFimg

Finst

Ftarg

Medical applications

Robot moving medical instrument in front of (or under) imaging device

Possible for most imaging devices : endoscopic cameras, US transducers, C-arms
and X-rays cameras, CT-scanners, MRI
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Basics of Visual Servoing Definitions and assumptions

Configurations - Eye-in-hand

Frob

Feff

Finst

Fimg

Ftarg

Fworld
Fobj

Artis Zeego, Siemens

Medical applications

Positioning of imaging device wrt object or organ, for providing correct point of
view or for maintaining current point of view despite physiological motion

Endoscopic cameras, US / OCT probes, robotized US transducers, robotic C-arms

MRI (electronic choice / orientation of the slice)
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Basics of Visual Servoing Definitions and assumptions

Overview

Three main approaches of visual control

Look then Move (LtM)

Position-Based Visual Servoing (PBVS / 3DVS)

Image-Based Visual Servoing (IBVS / 2DVS)

Common constraints

Visual information must be sufficient (unambiguous) (see later)

Imaging device must be calibrated (at least coarsely)
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Basics of Visual Servoing Look then Move

Look then Move Approach

Eye-to-hand configuration

Frob

Feff

Fobj

FworldFimg

Finst

Ftarg

imgrtarg

−

estimated
position

imaging

device

image

position error

q∗

+

pose
estimation

F̂KM

ÎKM

targT ∗targ

robT̂targ

robT̂ ∗targ
robot

controlled in
position

q

q = q∗?

q = q∗?

desired position
imgr ∗targ
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Basics of Visual Servoing Look then Move

Look then Move Approach

Eye-to-hand configuration

Frob

Feff

Fobj

FworldFimg

Finst

Ftarg

imgrtarg

−

estimated
position

imaging

device

image

position error

q∗

+

pose
estimation

F̂KM

ÎKM

targT ∗targ

robT̂targ

robT̂ ∗targ
robot

controlled in
position

q

q = q∗?

q = q∗?

desired position
imgr ∗targ

Simulation with errors on robot kinematic model
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Basics of Visual Servoing Look then Move

Pose estimation

given

Fobj

Fimg

optical center

??
imageFim

The image of the target must allow to estimate the pose without ambiguity
=⇒ Target shape must be known or stereoscopy or 3D imaging devices must be
used

The imaging device must be calibrated (known intrinsic parameters)

Sensitivity : little noise in the image should not generate large reconstruction
errors =⇒ use more features for robustness
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Basics of Visual Servoing Look then Move

Pose estimation : Inverse problem

3D images
3D localization

Typical features : balls

At least 3 non aligned balls for 6DOFs
estimation

Methods : Horn [27]

Markers innomotion

Perspective projection
Perspective reconstruction

Typical features : points (camera), balls
(radiography)

At least 4 non-aligned points for 6DOFs
estimation

Methods : Analytical (ex : EPnP [32]),
Numerical (Ex : Lowe [34][33], Virtual
Visual Servoing [39][19]), iterative (Ex :
DeMenthon [21])

Other features : lines, ellipses [22], based

on CAD-models [35], [39]

A
B

C
G

F
E

H
D

Slice
Single slice reconstruction

Typical features : rods (points in slice)

At least 4 non parallel rods for 6DOFs
estimation [54]

Other features : circles [44]

Marker for RCM-Paky (Johns Hopkins University)
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Basics of Visual Servoing Look then Move

Simulation results
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Basics of Visual Servoing Look then Move

Look-then-move approach

Properties

Iterative Asynchronous approach

No need of real-time imaging

Error decreases over iterations even for mild errors on robot kinematic model

Intrinsic parameters of imaging device must be known

But convergence is not controlled, oscillations can occur during iterations

Does not allow to track moving objects

Mainly used in interventional radiology

RCM -Paky, Johns Hopkins U. [54]
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Initial assumptions for ”kinematic” control

eff ΩE
eff/basetrajectory

generator
controller joints

+

-
q∗

q

q̇∗
robot

low-level

controllers
joints

U = eff ΩE∗
eff/base

∫
Conditions of ”kinematic” visual servoing

The robot is equipped with an operational space controller

The robot is velocity controlled : the control input is the desired velocity screw of
the effector expressed in its own frame U = eff ΩE∗

eff/base

Robot dynamic is fast wrt imaging device frame rate (t5% < Te)

=⇒ the robot behaves as an integrator (between desired velocity input and
operational position)

Assumptions validity limited to slow motions, typical response time > 30Te
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Position based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS) [Hutchinson96 [28]],
[Chaumette06 [17]]

U : control signal

+

−

controller

image

pose
estimation

robot

imgrtarg

imaging

device

img r̂targ

pose error

imgr ∗targ

ε

Reference : desired pose of the target

Feedback data : estimated pose of the target

Error : 3D displacement of the imaging device (eye-in-hand) or of the target
(eye-to-hand)

Control is directly realized in the task space (3D euclidean space)

Image information is transformed into standard position information (inversion of
projection)
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Continuous control

U : control signal

+

−

controller

image

pose
estimation

robot

imgrtarg

imaging

device

img r̂targ

pose error

imgr ∗targ

ε

Continuous time system model

Formalism of sensor-based control and task function [52]

For a constant reference

ε̇ = −Jp(r) eff ΩE
eff/base = −Jp(r)U

Jp(r) is the jacobian between pose velocity and robot velocity : ṙ = JpU
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Continuous control

C(s)+
-

img r̂targ

error

imgr ∗targ U

noise

imgrtarg

Jp(r) 1
s

ε controller

Choice of controller

Ideally C(s) = λJp(r)−1 : gain + adaptive matrix

=⇒ ˙ε(t) = −λJp(r)Jp(r)−1ε(t) = −λε(t)
=⇒ Decoupled exponential convergence of ε(t) with time constant 1

λ

Jacobian

Jp(r) depends on the configuration.

Can be decomposed as Jp(r) = Lp(r) imgWeff
imgWeff is a matrix representing a change of frame for velocity screw

Lp(r) so that ε̇ = −Lp(r) imgΩI
img/targ Interaction matrix of the imaging device
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Change of frame matrix W

Frob

Feff

Finst

Fimg

Ftarg

Fworld
Fobj

Eye-in-hand : ( imgV I
img/world

imgωimg/world

)
= imgWeff

( eff V E
eff/base

effωeff/base

)
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Change of frame matrix W

Frob

Feff

Finst

Fimg

Ftarg

Fworld
Fobj

Eye-in-hand : ( imgV I
img/world

imgωimg/world

)
= imgWeff

( eff V E
eff/base

effωeff/base

)
imgWeff =

( imgReff [ img IE ]x
imgReff

0 imgReff

)
How can we obtain it ?
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Change of frame matrix W

Frob

Feff

Finst

Fimg

Ftarg

Fworld
Fobj

Eye-in-hand : ( imgV I
img/world

imgωimg/world

)
= imgWeff

( eff V E
eff/base

effωeff/base

)
imgWeff =

( imgReff [ img IE ]x
imgReff

0 imgReff

)
imgReff and img IE fixed, can be calibrated, generally known (at least approximately)
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Change of frame matrix W

Frob

Feff

Fobj

FworldFimg

Finst

Ftarg

Eye-to-hand : ( imgV I
img/world

imgωimg/world

)
= imgWeff

( eff V E
eff/base

effωeff/base

)
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Change of frame matrix W

Frob

Feff

Fobj

FworldFimg

Finst

Ftarg

Eye-to-hand : ( imgV I
img/world

imgωimg/world

)
= imgWeff

( eff V E
eff/base

effωeff/base

)
imgWeff =

(
−imgReff −[img IE ]x

imgReff

0 −imgReff

)
How to obtain it ?
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Change of frame matrix W

Frob

Feff

Fobj

FworldFimg

Finst

Ftarg

Eye-to-hand : ( imgV I
img/world

imgωimg/world

)
= imgWeff

( eff V E
eff/base

effωeff/base

)
imgWeff =

(
−imgReff −[img IE ]x

imgReff

0 −imgReff

)
imgReff = imgRtarg

targReff and img IE = img ttarg + imgRtarg
targ teff depend on imgRtarg

and img ttarg (varying but estimated through pose estimation)

or imgReff = imgRbase
baseReff and img IE = img tbase + imgRbase

baseteff depend on
imgRbase,

img tbase (fixed, generally not accurately known) and baseReff ,
base teff (can be

measured using FKM)
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Expression of the pose error

Ftarg

reference position current position

Fimg

imgTtargimg∗Ttarg

imgTimg∗

R(θ, u)
Fimg∗

Pose error

Generally ε = (img timg∗ , θuT ) with imgRimg∗ = R(θu)

Lp =

[
I3 0
0 Lθu

]
with Lθu = I3 −

θ

2
[u]x + (1− sincθ

sinc2 θ
2

)[u]2
x

U(t) = λJ−1
p ε(t) = λ imgW−1

eff L−1
p

[
t
θu

]
= λ imgW−1

eff ε(t)

because L−1
θu = I3 + θ

2 sinc2 ( θ
2

)
[u]x + (1− sincθ)[u]2

x
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Simulation results

Camera trajectory is a straight line and rotation is a geodesic
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Simulation results
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Practical conditions

C(z)+
-

error

imgr ∗targ

controller UDAC robot

img r̂targ pose
estimation

z−1

imgrtarg

image imaging
device

z−1

Te

Errors on Ĵp 6= Jp

3D reconstruction errors can affect W
Stability conditions (Lyapunov analysis) Jp Ĵp

−1
> 0

Discrete-time system

C(z) = λĴp
−1

(r)
Feedback is delayed =⇒ destabilizing effect =⇒ λTe must be limited =⇒ time to
convergence is also limited
Compromise between speed of convergence and stability
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Sensitivity to measurement noise

2 pixels uniform noise on each ”point”
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Sensitivity to measurement noise
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Robustness to frame calibrations errors

Error on eff Timg : 25o rotation error around x and z axes
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Sensitivity to intrinsic parameters error

10% error on magnification factors
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

Example
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Basics of Visual Servoing Position-based visual servoing (PBVS, 3DVS)

PBVS : Advantages and limitations

Benefits

Accuracy not sensitive to errors on
eff Ttarg (eye-to-hand), eff Timg (eye-in-hand)
Robot Kinematics

contrary to standard registration procedures

Stability easily ensured practically

Good control in 3D space

No local minima

Limitations

Target must be perfectly known

Intrinsic parameters of imaging device must be perfectly known

Pose estimation errors affect accuracy

Target can go out of image during motion (loss of visibility)
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

How do we human beings proceed?
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS) [Hutchinson96 [28]],
[Chaumette06 [17]]

f ∗
+

−

controller

control signal

image

robot

imgrtarg

imaging

device

image error

features
extraction

f̂

Reference : desired position of image features f in the image

Feedback data : measured position of the features

Error : difference in the image between desired image features and current image
features

Control is done in the 2D image space
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Continuous control

ε

+
-

error
U robot+ ∫

noise

controller imaging
device

f ∗

f̂

ḟ

f

Continuous time system model
For a constant reference

ε̇ = −Ji (r) eff ΩE
eff/base = −Li (r)imgΩI

img/targ = −Li (r) imgWeff
eff ΩE

eff/base = −Li (r) imgWeff U

Li (r) is called the interaction matrix for the features (dimensions nfeatures × nDOFs)

Locally linear link between velocity screw of imaging device and velocity of
features in the image
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Continuous control

ε

+
-

error
U ∫

noise

controller
f ∗

f̂

ḟ

f

Ji

Choice of controller

Ideally C(s) = λJ+
i = λ( imgWeff )

−1L+
i : gain + adaptive matrix

J+
i is a generalized inverse (pseudo inverse) of Ji

ε̇(t) = −λJiJ+
i ε(t)
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Interaction matrix for points in persp. projection

”physical points” {Pk = (Xk ,Yk ,Zk )T} and a standard camera (persp. proj.)

mk = Pk
Zk

=

(
xk

yk

)
ṁk = Lk

i
camΩC

cam/targ

Effect of camera screw onto the apparent motion of the points (Ṗk = camV Pk
targ/cam)

Effect of the motion of Pk onto the motion of mk
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Interaction matrix for points in persp. projection

”physical points” {Pk = (Xk ,Yk ,Zk )T} and a standard camera (persp. proj.)

mk = Pk
Zk

=

(
xk

yk

)
ṁk = Lk

i
camΩC

cam/targ

Effect of camera screw onto the apparent motion of the points (Ṗk = camV Pk
targ/cam)

Ṗk =
(
−I [camPk ]x

) camΩC
cam/targ

camPk can be expressed using the image information and depth as

camPk =

 Zk xk

Zk yk

Zk


Effect of the motion of Pk onto the motion of mk

mk =
Pk

Zk

ṁk =

 1
Zk

0 −Xk
Zk

2

0 1
Zk
−Yk

Zk

2

 Ẋk

Ẏk

Żk

 =

(
1

Zk
0 − xk

Zk

0 1
Zk
− yk

Zk

) Ẋk

Ẏk

Żk
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Interaction matrix

Lk
i =

[
− 1

Zk
0 xk

Zk
−xk yk −1− x2

k yk

0 − 1
Zk

yk
Zk

1 + y2
k −xk yk −xk

]

Compute interaction matrix for each feature k

Stack individual interaction matrices

Example for 3 points

Li =



− 1
Z1

0 x1
Z1

−x1y1 −1− x2
1 y1

0 − 1
Z1

y1
Z1

1 + y2
1 −x1y1 −x1

− 1
Z2

0 x2
Z2

−x2y2 −1− x2
2 y2

0 − 1
Z2

y2
Z2

1 + y2
2 −x2y2 −x2

− 1
Z3

0 x3
Z3

−x3y3 −1− x2
3 y3

0 − 1
Z3

y3
Z3

1 + y2
3 −x3y3 −x3
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Simulation example
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Simulation example
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

IBVS for slice imaging devices
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Interaction matrix

Analytical formulations available for

Perspective projection [Espiau,
Chaumette92 [24]]

lines

spheres (ellipses)

cylinders (lines)

Slices

rods (points) [23]

eggs ([Bachta06] [2])

Li (r) depends on ...
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Interaction matrix

Analytical formulations available for

Perspective projection [Espiau,
Chaumette92 [24]]

lines

spheres (ellipses)

cylinders (lines)

Slices

rods (points) [23]

eggs ([Bachta06] [2])

Li (r) depends on ...

The kind of visual features

a part of imgTtarg the current relative position between imaging device and target
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Practical conditions

ε+
-

DAC

z−1

image imaging
device

z−1

Te

C(z)
U ∫f ∗

Ji(r)

f̂
feature
extraction

y = imgrtarg

Errors on Ĵi 6= Ji

3D reconstruction errors (affect L̂i and possibly W )
Intrinsic parameters errors =⇒ metric coordinates of image points are erroneous
(affect L̂i and possibly W )
Errors on W
Stability conditions (Lyapunov analysis) Ji Ĵi

+
> 0

Discrete-time system
C(z) = λĴi

+

feedback is delayed =⇒ destabilizing effect =⇒ λTe must be limited =⇒ time to
convergence is also limited
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Simulation results : robustness to calibration errors

Error on eff Timg : 25o rotation error around x and z axes + error on intrinsic parameters
(10% on magnification factors)
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Simulation results : robustness to calibration errors
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Similarity with Gauss-Newton optimization

ε+
-

DAC

z−1

image imaging
device

z−1

Te

C(z)
U ∫f ∗

Ji(r)

f̂
feature
extraction

y = imgrtarg

y [k + 1] = y [k ] + λTeĴi
+
ε[k ]

Very similar to a Gauss-Newton optimization of Q = 1
2 ε

T ε. However
The cost function is evaluated by acquiring / processing images along robot motion
Consequently there is no line search procedure
=⇒ λTe must be limited to avoid oscillations and instabilities
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Features choice

For ensuring imgTtarg = imgTtarg∗ at convergence
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Features choice

For ensuring imgTtarg = imgTtarg∗ at convergence

Null error in the image must correspond to null error in the operational space
⇐⇒ Target image must allow to define the pose without ambiguity
=⇒ At least 4 points for persp. proj. and 4 rods for slice proj.

Sensitivity : little noise in the image should not generate large operational space
errors =⇒ use more features for robustness
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Features choice

For ensuring imgTtarg = imgTtarg∗ at convergence

Null error in the image must correspond to null error in the operational space
⇐⇒ Target image must allow to define the pose without ambiguity
=⇒ At least 4 points for persp. proj. and 4 rods for slice proj.

Sensitivity : little noise in the image should not generate large operational space
errors =⇒ use more features for robustness

For ensuring absence of local minima

Ker(Ĵi
+

) = 0

Generally conflicting specifications because redundancy generates local minima !
dim(Ker(J+

i )) = nfeat − ndofs
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Simulation results : local minima
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Simulation results : local minima

Local minima

Easily detected : motion stopped while image error remains important

For escaping local minima : change relative weight between features

How far should we go for escaping the attraction of the local minimum?
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Other choices for C

C(z) = λC

Since ...

There is no guarantee of convergence even if C = J+
i (r)

IBVS is robust to errors on L̂

Ji (r)+ can be replaced by an approximation

C = Ĵi (r∗)+ : constant estimation of the final jacobian

C = Ĵi
T

steepest descent direction

C = ( 1
2 (Ji (r) + J∗i (r∗)))+ [Malis04] [36] : Behaves as a 2nd order minimization

Improved in [Tahri10] [56] C = ( 1
2 (Ji (r) + L∗ img∗

Wimg
imgWeff ))+

Using Levenberg-Marquardt like optimization :

Ω = λ
(

Ĵi
T
Ĵi + µI6

)−1
Ĵi

T
ε(t)
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Using constant final interaction matrix
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Example
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

IBVS : Advantages and limitations

Benefits

Raw calibration of imaging device sufficient

Good control in image space

Little sensitive to target pose estimation errors

Robust to target modeling errors if reference is learned from demonstration
(showing)

Remaining limitations

Stability only local

Possible local minima

No control in 3D space

Compromise stability / time to converge

Empirical tuning of gains (λ, µ)
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Basics of Visual Servoing Image-based visual servoing (IBVS, 2DVS)

Qualitative comparative chart

Issue Look then move PBVS IBVS

Sensor calibration errors very sensitive very sensitive little sensitive

Robot calibration errors little sensitive little sensitive little sensitive

Measurement errors sensitive less sensitive little sensitive

Target model errors very sensitive very sensitive little sensitive

Control of 3D motion not controlled good not controlled

Control of 2D motion not controlled not controlled (target loss) good locally , although partial
target loss can happen

Convergence for large displace-
ments

no local minima , globally stable no local minima , globally stable local minima, unknown domain
of stability

Convergence for small displace-
ments

very sensitive to noise sensitive to noise good
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Basics of Visual Servoing Definition of the reference

Definition of the reference

VS : definition of the desired relative position imaging device / target
Robotic task : definition of instrument / object relative position

reference
for VS reference

for task

Ftarg

Fimg
Frob

Feff

Fobj

Fworld

Finst

How to obtain reference for visual servoing?
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Basics of Visual Servoing Definition of the reference

Definition of the reference

Ex : Eye-to-hand and IBVS

numerical

−

f

1
s

f ∗

+registration DACλL̂+

op. vel. feat. vel.

extraction

features
features

measured

imgT ∗inst

instTtarg

imgT ∗targ
J(f , z)

projection

Consequences

=⇒ High accuracy can be obtained with both IBVS and PBVS independently of
intrinsic parameters when the references of the task are defined in the image

=⇒ High accuracy requires good intrinsic parameters knowledge with both IBVS
and PBVS when references are defined in the euclidean space
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Basics of Visual Servoing Definition of the reference

Simulation results for IBVS and euclidean reference

Effect of error on intrinsic parameters (6% error on magnification factors)
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Basics of Visual Servoing Applications in medical context

Visual control of laparoscopic instruments [ICube 03] [31]
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Basics of Visual Servoing Applications in medical context

Visual control of laparoscopic instruments [ICube 05 [43]]

Control of a laparoscopic needle-holder

Points and apparent contours considered as a single object

Planning of image trajectory using camera model
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Basics of Visual Servoing Applications in medical context

Positioning of a grasper using a US probe [Vitrani 05, ISIR [58] [57]]

MC2E : 4DoFs robot for laparoscopic
surgery

Used with ETO US probe

Visual features : 2 points (intersection
of image plane with graspers jaws)

IBVS, reference manually defined in
the image

Rough knowledge of robot / probe
relative position

Robustness to unknown robot / US probe registration
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Basics of Visual Servoing Applications in medical context

Needle steering under 3D US ([Chatelain 15 [15], Krupa 14 [30]])

Objective : guide needle in 3D despite natural curvature of needle : 2 angles to
control
3D steering through duty cycling :

nωx = cos(θ)Keff
nvz

nωy = sin(θ)Keff
nvz

with Keff = K (1− DC)
Direct control of θ (accumulation angle), DC (duty cycle), free choice of nvz
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Basics of Visual Servoing Applications in medical context

Needle steering under 3D US ([Chatelain 15 [15], Krupa 14 [30]])

VS Principle

Error : normal distances in two
orthogonal planes ε = (lxz , lyz)T

Jp =

−
(

0 dxzcos(θy )
−dyzcos(θx ) 0

)
USRn

Interest

K (natural curvature) depends on needle and tissue elastic properties⇐⇒
equivalent to errors on jacobian for standard robots

With VS only a coarse estimation is sufficient for obtaining good accuracy
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Basics of Visual Servoing Applications in medical context

Microsurgery with Micron [Becker 09, Johns Hopkins] [10]

Micron system

Handheld instrument allowing tremor
compensation (d)

ASAP measurement system (c)
(positon sensitive detectors + pulsed
LEDs)

Tremor filtering in frequency space

Piezoelectric actuators
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Basics of Visual Servoing Applications in medical context

Microsurgery with Micron [Becker 09, Johns Hopkins] [10]

VS for improving precision tasks

Stereo microscope cameras
(uncalibrated) (a + b)

Measurement of instrument tip using
color + asapTinst

In Situ coarse calibration using free
motion =⇒ Intrinsic parameters for
both cameras, leftTright , asapTcam

Reference defined in the images

PBVS

Null error in position despite calibration errors because reference is defined in the
image (superimposition task)
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Basics of Visual Servoing Applications in medical context

Visual servoing and medical context

Medical robotics Basic visual servoing

Slow robot motions Slow convergence
Imprecise robot models Robust to robot models errors

Imprecise imaging device geometric
calibration

Robust to intrinsic parameters er-
rors

Precise positioning Precision only limited by images re-
solution

Targets not known a priori Requires knowledge of target shape
Tracking trajectories with high preci-
sion

No guarantee of transient accuracy

Organ motions with high dynamics Does not allow disturbances rejection

Main improvements needed for medical applications

Servoing onto general, unknown targets : more a computer vision problem

Allowing reference tracking and disturbances rejection : more a control problem
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1 Definitions and notations
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3 VS on more complex targets
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VS on more complex targets Use of image moments

Use of image moments

C
m0,0

S

(xg, yg) = (
m1,0

m0,0
,

m0,1

m0,0
)

Interests

Moments are generic descriptors of arbitrary shapes

mi,j =
∫ ∫
S x iy jdxdy

Moments can be used for any kind of target (also for conventional points or
photometric information)

Provide limited number of features while using information redundancy
(dimensionality reduction)

=⇒ Can / could provide decoupled interaction matrices =⇒ potentially good
behavior in 2D and 3D
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VS on more complex targets Use of image moments

Moments

Principle

Express moments as the integral of image points mi,j =
∫ ∫
S x iy jdxdy

Compute the interaction matrix for moments ṁi,j = Lmi,j V
Using Green’s theorem

ṁi,j = −
∮
C

x iy j ẏdx +

∮
C

x iy j ẋdy

Combine moments to obtain (as much as possible) decoupled interaction matrix

Difficulties / Limitations

Lmi,j depends on depth (persp. proj.) or out-of-plane information (slices)

No complete 6DOFs decoupling achieved yet

Formulation is often complex, potentially computationally expensive

(For now) Limited to planar objects in case of perspective projection images

Require a priori model of the target (e.g. from pre-operative images)

Some references on the topic : [Chaumette04 [16]], [Tahri05 [55]], [Bakthavatchalam15
[6]]
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VS on more complex targets Use of image moments

Positioning of a US probe [Mebarki, Krupa 10, IRISA Rennes [40]]

The ”instrument” is the probe itself (diagnosis task)
Visual features functions of moments : f = (xg , yg , α,

√
m00,Φ1,Φ2) with

α = 1
2 arctan

(
2µ11

µ20+µ02

)
and Φ1 and Φ2 moments combinations invariant to in-plane

motion.
IBVS, reference obtained by learning
Interaction matrix requires knowledge of target normal orientation
=⇒ Online normal estimation during motion
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VS on more complex targets Visual servoing through tracking

Visual servoing through tracking

Rationale

Many medical tasks consist in

Maintaining the relative position of imaging device and anatomical target⇐⇒
Active tracking

Maintaining visibility

Physiological motion compensation

Approach

No computation of pose in current and reference configurations

Instead : Use tracking methods in images (image registration between reference
and current image) for constructing 3D or image errors

Advantages

=⇒ Avoid specific feature extraction (occlusions, matching, etc.)

Can allow servoing on unknown objects
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VS on more complex targets Visual servoing through tracking

Estimation of motion without features extraction

current image
x

I∗ I

w(p∗, x)

w(p̂, x) estimated image

Image registration

Possible to estimate parameterized motion between current image and desired
image without feature extraction and without object knowledge (optical flow, SSD
minimization)

A motion model is required [Baker04 [4]]

parameters of motion p, image motion w(p), current image I, desired image I∗

p∗ = arg min
p

∑
x∈I

(I(w(p, x))− I∗(x))2
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VS on more complex targets Visual servoing through tracking

Estimation of motion without features extraction

current image
x

I∗ I

w(p∗, x)

w(p̂, x) estimated image

Perspective imaging devices

Using a 3D motion model of the target it is possible to estimate (in real-time) :

Required 3D motion of imaging device : imgRimg∗ ,
img timg∗

‖img timg∗‖
Shape of the target up to scale factor
Deformations of object [Malis07 [37]], [Bartoli15 [7]]
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VS on more complex targets Visual servoing through tracking

HIFU ablation, ICube, Strasbourg [Chanel15 [12]]

Imaging device : US probe

”Instrument” : HIFU transducer focalized on a known position in the imaging plane

Use patch of speckle image as feature

Estimate in-plane motion using fast cross-correlation

In-plane motion compensated using IBVS
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VS on more complex targets Visual servoing through tracking

Direct joint control of a flexible endoscope [ICube Ott08]

Servo

Video signal

commands
Surgeon

Surgeon screen

Flexible endoscope

with CCD camera at tip

Anatomic target

Visual servoing
loop at 25Hz

Physiological motion

Mobile environment

controller

Position

loop at 500Hz

CNA

reference
Velocity

Encoder signal

control action computation
visual feature extraction and

Control computer performing

Video acquisition and
preprocessing unit

Automatic control of 2DOFs

User defines the target and the
desired position by clicking in
the image

Target tracking in the image

Image Based visual servoing
on the center of the target
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VS on more complex targets Visual servoing through tracking

Visual servoing without features extraction

Uses

Parameters of 2D motions can be use for constructiong error and partly interaction
matrix in IBVS

Parameters of 3D can be used for constructing error in PBVS or interaction matrix
in IBVS. Not the best approach (gain for translation is unknown, 3D motion
estimation sensitive to noise)

Use of 3D motion estimation in hybrid [38] VS : more robust, but still requires 3D
motions

Or direct use of homography estimation in homography-based [Benhimane07 [11]]
visual servoing : more robust, avoids metric reconstruction
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VS on more complex targets Numerical estimations

Numerical estimation of jacobian

Observation

Metric reconstruction from object motion is sensitive to noise

Depth of unknown objects can be recovered using known motions BUT it requires
a well measured motion of the robot

However the actual unknown for control is the jacobian, not the depth ! !

Idea

Estimate directly image jacobian empirically rather than computing it analytically

Principle

One looks for Ji so that ḟ = JiU

N off-line small motions of robot δr k =⇒ measurement of features motions δf k

δf k ∼ Jiδr k

∆R = (δr 1, · · · , δrN), ∆f = (δf 1, · · · , δf N)

Least square estimation of Ĵi

Ĵi = ∆f ∆R+

∆R must be rank nDOFs =⇒ at least nDOFs independent motions
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VS on more complex targets Numerical estimations

Visual control of laparoscopic instruments [ICube 03] [31]
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VS on more complex targets Numerical estimations

Numerical estimation of interaction matrix

Advantages

No need of knowing the target

Possible for complex features for which no analytical formulation is available

No need of depth estimation

No need of imaging device calibration

Applicable to operational or direct joint-space control

Drawbacks

Valid only locally (possible to update estimation online [47])
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VS on more complex targets Direct Visual Servoing (without image processing)

VS without image processing [Collewet11 [18]]

f ∗
+

−

controller

control signal

image

robot

imgrtarg

imaging

device

image error

features
extraction

f̂

Standard IBVS

+

−

controller

control signal

robot

imgrtarg

imaging

device

image error

I∗

I

image

Direct VS
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VS on more complex targets Direct Visual Servoing (without image processing)

VS without image processing [Collewet11 [18]]

For standard cameras

features : vector I regrouping all pixels values in the image or a ROI ε = I∗ − I(r)

Interaction matrix
İ = −∇IT Lp

i Ω = −(∇Ix Lx +∇Iy Ly )Ω

∇I gradient of image
Lp

i standard interaction matrix for point p = (x , y)

Depth is unknown =⇒ Constant uniform depth assumed for L̂i

Control law : Modified Levenberg-Marquardt (MLM)

Analysis of cost functions of general scenes =⇒ two steps approach

First step : open loop, constant velocity along initial steepest descent direction

Ω = λL̂i
T

(rini )εini

Detection of minimum along initial direction

Second step : simplified Levenberg-Marquardt optimization

Ω = λ
(

L̂i
T
L̂i + µdiag(L̂i

T
L̂i )
)−1

L̂i
T
ε(t)
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VS on more complex targets Direct Visual Servoing (without image processing)

VS without image processing

Advantages

No image processing

No object model

Robustness to occlusions

Robustness to specularities

Limitations

Conditions of success not clear (type of images, displacement involved, depths)

High risk of local minima

Generally limited to small motions

3D velocity not really controlled

Video, by C. Collewet, IRISA Rennes
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VS on more complex targets Direct Visual Servoing (without image processing)

Intensity-based ultrasound VS [Nadeau13, IRISA [42]]

Features : grey levels of all pixels in a M × N ROI f = (I1,1, · · · , Iu,v , · · · , IM,N)

Interaction matrix line for pixel (u, v) :
Lu,v = [∇Ix ,∇Iy ,∇Iz , y∇Iz ,−x∇Iz , x∇Iy − y∇Ix ] depends on 3D image gradient
only
Gradient in image plane directly computed
Gradient in normal direction estimated by a small learning motion (for tracking
purposes only)
or estimated on-line using a measurement of the robot motion
Applicable to 3D matrix array probes and motorized 3D-probes

Video, Krupa 11, IRISA Rennes
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VS on more complex targets Direct Visual Servoing (without image processing)

Use of mutual information

Mutual information is used instead of pixel to pixel difference [Dame09 [20]]

ε = MI(I(r), I∗) =
∑

i,j

pij (i , j , r)log
(

pij (i , j , r)

pi (i , r)pj (j)

)

Advantages

Robust to illumination changes

Allows use of different image modalities

Robustness to occlusions

Video, by A. Dame, IRISA Rennes
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VS on more complex targets Direct Visual Servoing (without image processing)

Direct visual servoing

Limitations : Very small basin of convergence

Multi-resolution approaches

Features obtained by combining pixel informations (histograms [9], photometric
moments [5], wavelets coefficients [48])

Coupling with Nelder-Mead simplex [Ourak15, Femto-ST / Irisa [50]]

Virtual statistical exploration of the workspace [8]
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Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing Reference tracking and target motion

Reference tracking and target motion

f

+

−

controller

image

imaging

device

ε

U : control signal

R

robot

Jp/i
∫

measurement

processing
image

position+
+

disturbance

Up to now

Constant reference

Fixed target (eye-in-hand) or imaging device (eye-to-hand)

=⇒ ε̇(t) = dR
dt −

df
dt = 0− Jp/iU = −λJp/i

ˆJp/i
+
ε(t)

General framework

=⇒ ε̇(t) =
dR
dt
− df

dt
=

dR
dt
− Jp/iU −

∂f
∂t

For obtaining similar behavior ε̇(t) = −λε(t)

U = λJ+
p/iε(t) + J+

p/i
dR
dt
− J+

p/i
∂f
∂t
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Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing Reference tracking and target motion

Reference tracking and target motion

∂̂f
∂t

λ

+

+

+

−

d
dt

d
dt

+ −

U

z−1

system
model

R

f

ˆJp/i
+

ˆJp/i

−

Varying reference

Reference is generally
known :
d̂R
dt = R(k)−R(k−1)

Te

Disturbance estimation

Disturbance is generally unknown :
df
dt = ∂f

∂t + Jp/iU

∂̂f
∂t

=
df
dt
− Ĵp/iU[k − 1]

Estimation is delayed =⇒ only feasible for
slow motions / acquisition period

ε̇(t) = −λJi Ĵ+
p/iε(t) + (I − Ji Ĵ+

p/i )
dR
dt

+ Jp/i Ĵ
+
p/i
∂̂f
∂t
− ∂f
∂t
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Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing Reference tracking and target motion

Reference tracking and target motion

Particular disturbances

Constant velocity hypothesis : use of PI controller C(z) = (λ+ µ
z−1 )Ĵp/i

+

⇐⇒ U(k) = U(k − 1) + λĴp/i
+
ε(k) + (µ− λ)Ĵp/i

+
ε(k − 1)

Periodical motion : use of repetitive controller
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Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing Reference tracking and target motion

Mosaicking in confocal endomicroscopy [Rosa 13, ISIR [51]]

Objective : Build large images
(several mm) by mosaicking confocal
microscopy images

Robot controlled motion allows good
visualization but there are errors
(holes) in mosaics because of tissues
deformations and probe holder
deformation

=⇒ Use of VS for correcting
trajectories
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Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing Reference tracking and target motion

Mosaicking in confocal endomicroscopy [Rosa 13, ISIR [51]]

Control using PBVS (2DoFs parallel to the image plane)

Reference : trajectory of the probe in the tissue frame

Planar motion of the probe with respect to tissues is measured using correlation
=⇒ position obtained using time integration

Feedforward for accurate reference motion tracking

PI controller for rejecting quasi static probe and tissue deformations
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Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing Reference tracking and target motion

Tracking organs using a flexible endoscope [Ott 11, ICube [46]]

Eye-in-hand configuration

2DOFs

Target : patch of image of organs

IBVS using position of patch center

Complete jacobian between q̇ and ḟ
(2× 2matrix) estimated numerically

Use of repetitive controller for
increasing tracking bandwidth

Feedforward

y(z)

−
P(z−1)

e(z) +
++Q(z,z−1)L(z,z−1)z−N

1−Q(z,z−1)z−N

u(z)

d(z)

P̂(z−1)

Cref (z−1)
+

r(z)

−

+ ur(z)
uref (z)yd(z)

+

Anaesthetised

flexible

Joystick

Control
computer

preprocessing
unit

endoscope

Motorized

pig

Video
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Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing Reference tracking and target motion

Tracking organs using a flexible endoscope [Ott 11, ICube [46]]
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Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing Handling periodic and non periodic disturbances

User / robot cooperation in flexible endoscopy

The user moves the endoscope forward / backward and wants the target to remain
still in the image

But repetitive control is not adapted to the rejection of transient non-periodic
disturbances
Disturbance can be decomposed in two components

along optical axis : modifies jacobian =⇒ long-time effect
parallel to image plane : modifies position of target in image =⇒ short-time effect only

area to treat

moving organ

anatomic contraint

manual motion
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Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing Handling periodic and non periodic disturbances

User / robot cooperation in flexible endoscopy

The user moves the endoscope forward / backward and wants the target to remain
still in the image

But repetitive control is not adapted to the rejection of transient non-periodic
disturbances
Disturbance can be decomposed in two components

along optical axis : modifies jacobian =⇒ long-time effect
parallel to image plane : modifies position of target in image =⇒ short-time effect only

anatomic contraint

area to treat

moving organ

t resulting head motion
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Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing Handling periodic and non periodic disturbances

Updating jacobian and control memory [ICube, [47]]

controller J+ ZOH

Ts

ImageFeatures

z−1 z−2

extraction acquisition

1
s

y(k)

r (k) u(k) ḟ (t)
f (t)

p(t)

d̂

+

+

OLdec

1
s

q̇
J

Make the kinematic model of the
system independent of camera /
target position

Put jacobian inverse out of repetitive
controller

Update jacobian in real-time by
estimating relative depth (from
homography)

Update past control inputs to take into
account change of depth

Only parallax effect remains
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Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing Handling periodic and non periodic disturbances

Depth change adaptation - In vivo experiments
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Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing Fast / dynamic visual servoing

Fast / dynamic visual servoing

Requirements

1 High frame rate imaging device : for sensing high dynamics (target or self-motion)
2 More accurate model of the vision loop : dynamic model of the robot (F (s)) +

possibly dynamic model of imaging device (H(z))
3 Controller C(z) must be tuned taking into account control input computation time

Simple example : model of a joint velocity controlled robot (locally identified model)
U(z)

C(z) Ĵ+ ZOH F (s) J
1
s

H(z)

+

-

Q̇∗ Q̇R(z)

Ŷ (z)

open-loop model (local validity)

Ŷ (z)

U(z)
= H(z)Z

{
JF (s)ZOH

s

}
Ĵ+
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Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing Fast / dynamic visual servoing

Beating heart tracking [Ginhoux 05, ICube Strasbourg [26]]

Eye-to-hand configuration, fast
camera (500Hz)

Markers : markers on the heart of
center G + laser point projection on
the heart from effector P + LED on
the effector E

Reference : image distance EP∗ and
PG∗

IBVS

Interaction matrix estimated by
learning

Local dynamic model of three robot
axes

Direct control in the joint space

Use of predictive controller
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Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing Fast / dynamic visual servoing

Beating heart active compensation [Bachta 11, ICube] [3]

Cardiolock

Piezoactuated compliant mechanism

1 (or 2) actuated DOFs

Active mechanical stabilizer used for
actively compensating residual motion
of beating heart

Motion is measured with a high-speed
camera
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Precise target and trajectory tracking using visual servoing Fast / dynamic visual servoing

Beating heart active compensation [Bachta 11, ICube] [3]

Cardiolock control

IBVS (1 or 2 DoFs)

Dynamic modeling of the open loop

Synthesis of H∞ controller in
continuous time

Estimation of disturbance is fed to a
cardiac motion model : allows
disturbance prediction
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Combining sensors and tasks

Generality of the task function formalism

ε̇ = −JU

The task function formalism can be applied to ...

IBVS : J = Jp

PBVS : J = Ji

other sensors (force sensors)

Allows combining

Several sensors

Several tasks (with a single or several sensors)

Combinations

Partitioned control

Hierarchical control

Switching control

Hybrid control
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Combining sensors and tasks

Partitioned control

ε̇1 = −J1U and ε̇2 = −J2U
If J1J+

2 = J2J+
1 = 0, the control actions of both tasks are independent (act on

different degrees of freedoms)

U = λ1J+
1 ε1 + λ2J+

2 ε2

Orthogonality of tasks rarely happens =⇒ Partitioned control can be enforced
using diagonal selection matrice S1

If J1J+
2 6= 0 (realization of task 2 disturbs task 1)

U = S1λ1J+
1 ε1 + λ2(I − S1)J+

2 ε2

Examples

Visual control and OCT control

Embedded and external control

Contact force control and lateral visual control

Drawbacks

Task must be well-defined a priori (dispatching of controlled DoFs)

Additional local minima can appear with selection matrices
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Combining sensors and tasks

Hybrid force vision control [Nadeau13][42]

[Nelson 96 [45]] [Mezouar07 [41]]

F∗y = 1N : desired contact force along y direction of US probe

εf = F∗y − Fy = −Jf U with Sf = diag(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)

Jf ∼ (0, 1
k , 0, 0, 0, 0) depends on k stiffness of tissues at contact point

εv = s∗ − s = −Jv U with Sv = diag(1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1)

U = λf Sf J
+
f (F∗y − Fy ) + λv Sv J+

v (s∗ − s)
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Combining sensors and tasks

Partitioned OCT / camera VS (FEMTO-ST, Besançon [49])

Z

optical camera

OCT plane

robot

target

X

Y

Two sensors (camera / OCT) : Eye-to-hand VS, IBVS for each sensor

OCT used for controlling in plane motions vy , vz , ωx =⇒
SOCT = diag(0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0)

Camera used for controlling other DoFs vx , ωy , ωz =⇒ Scam = diag(1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)
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Combining sensors and tasks

Hierarchical control

One priority task and one secondary task.

The secondary task is performed as well as possible with remaining DoFs but
should not disturb priority task

U = λ1J+
1 ε1 + λ2(I − J+

1 J1)J+
2 ε2

P1 = (I − J+
1 J1) is a projection operator onto the kernel of J1

Improved version (the part of task 2 realized as a side effect of task 1 is taken into
account)

U = λ1J+
1 ε1 + λ2(J2P1)+(ε2 − λ1J2J+

1 ε1))
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Combining sensors and tasks

US image quality control [Chatelain16] [14]

Objective : center target and maximize quality of image

Priority task : target positioning and contact force control

Control of 3 DoFs (in plane motions) : U = [vx , vy , ωz ]T

Priority task 1 : horizontal centering of a target in the image Jxcent = (−1, 0, yt )

Priority task 2 : vertical contact force control Jf = (0, 1
k , 0)

Task 1 and 2 are orthogonal⇐⇒ a single priority task
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Combining sensors and tasks

US image quality control [Chatelain16] [14]

Secondary task : quality of image

Feature : squal = θt − θqual where θt is the angular position of the target and θqual

the best angle of view (given by confidence weighted scanning line barycenter [13]
[29])

Desired value s∗qual = 0

Approximated jacobian Jqual = (−cos(θt )
rt

, sin(θt )
rt

, 0)

Control input for realizing secondary task disturbs both primary tasks
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Combining sensors and tasks

US image quality control [Chatelain16] [14]

Pf = (I − J+
f Jf ) projector onto force task kernel Pf ,cent = (I − J+

xcentJxcent )Pf

projector onto the force and centering tasks kernels

Hierarchical control Uf = λf J+
f (F∗y − Fy ), Uxcent = λxcentJ+

xcent (x
∗
targ − xtarg)

Uqual = λqual (Pf ,centJqual )
+(−squal − Jqual (Uf + Uxcent ))

U = Uf + Uxcent + Uqual
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Combining sensors and tasks

Generalized jacobian inverse

ε̇st =

(
ε̇1

ε̇2

)
=

(
J1

J2

)
U = JstU

U = λJ+
st εst

Both (all) tasks are performed as well as possible with the available degrees of freedom
Tasks can be weighted with diagonal matrix H

U = λ(HJst )
+Hεst

H can change over time, e.g depending on the configuration
Allows giving more importance to one task (relative priority)

Examples

Combination of different features

Stereo configurations

Combining 2D features and 3D features (2D1/2 visual servoing)

Integrating visibility constraints (as 2D tasks) in 3D visual servoing
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Combining sensors and tasks

Stereoscopic systems

Interaction matrix for stereoscopic systems

left camera
ḟl = Ll Ωl

right camera
ḟr = Lr Ωr

Link between cameras motion :

Ωl = lWr Ωr =

( lRr [l tr ]x
lRr

0 lRr

)
Ωr

Motion controlled in the right camera frame

Lstereo =

(
Ll

lWr

Lr

)
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Conclusion

Discussion

What to keep in mind ?

Three approaches
Look then Move : iterative positioning PBVS : use imaging devices as standard
position sensors
IBVS : control computed in the image space, then translated to the 3D space
through the inversion of interaction matrix

A lot of tools for visual control, a lot of medical applications =⇒ choose the most
appropriate for a given problem
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Conclusion

Discussion : Technological transfer in medical context

Look then Move approach commonly used in interventional radiology
Synchrony component of Cyberknife : real technological and commercial success,
but more ”real-time” registration than true visual servoing
Autolap by Medical Surgical Technology : ”Follow me” feature
”Manual” VS (Isys)
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Conclusion

Discussion : Medical applications

General trend : Medical gestures must be less constraining for patients (and possibly
for physicians)

more adaptive

Teleoperated Vison-based control ”blind” automatic mode

free hands less registration
more flexibility

Still highly dependent on image processing robustness : main limit to common use
and transfer to medical domain

Safety issues : Redundancy, coupling with other sensors : force sensors, inertial
sensors
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Conclusion

Thank you for your attention
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